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This is the story behind how Geelong R.C. Offroaders Inc. (GRCOR) was
established to become a successful, culturally enriched and inclusive remotecontrol car racing club.
Thanks to the hard work and dedication of many of its past and present Members,
Committee, generosity of families, supporters and sponsors, the club is seen as a
benchmark within the RC fraternity. GRCOR is dedicated to its growth both in
terms of its facilities, the community it supports and the development of its
people to progress the hobby, soon to become sport.
Our motto is ‘Racing In The Spirit of Fairness’ and a current slogan is ‘GRCOR –
Where The Real Racing’s At’. Our Founding Pillars are Safe, Fun, Learning,
Respect which help define us as a Club, to support our activities and generation
of a personal, fulfilling culture.

In 2003 Geelong R.C. Offroaders was established as a fun 1/8th scale Offroad
Remote Control car club within Bell Park Sports Club, by founding members Brad
and Daniel. The club grew to 20 members. Electric and Nitro cars were run. The
birthday of the club is celebrated at the Open Fun Day at the start of the season in
February.
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On January 2nd, 2007 the club was Registered as an Incorporated Association
under the Incorporations Act.
On 4th December 2010 due to a noise issue with a resident located next to the
track at Bell Park, the club sought to integrate to Geelong Motorsport Complex at
55 Beach Rd. Avalon as part of growth and improvement opportunity in 1/8th.
Tony Grixt (Pres) and Brett Shell (VP) approached Graeme ‘Shorty’ Harrison
about a plot within the Complex and through relationships within the Geelong
mechanics business fraternity, an easy offer to the Club was made to
accommodate them.
GRCOR 1/8th layout at GMSC

The mound of soil that was imported as a driver’s stand was affectionately named
‘Henry’s Hill’ after long time member and dedicated Treasurer, Henry Haagsma.
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2012 Club vision changed, and 1/8th scale advocates split from the club. It was
time for change.

2013 With new beginnings, GRCOR was rebuilt and converted to 1/5th Large
Scale through the vision and hard work of President, Brian Southey and a
dedicated few.
Track rebuild images below.

One of the original club logo images is as follows:

2013 The club purchased the RCScoringPro race timing system, laptop and a
Mylaps decoder was purchased and donated by a very generous member.
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2014 Brian Southey awarded Life Membership for outstanding service.

Work was underway to develop a new identity and a young 14 year old James
Park, Race Director in training started to develop a new club logo:

2015 Andrew Park voted in as President after Brian Southey and the 2014 acting
transitional President Jay Nash decided to focus on other life matter and resigned.
The new visionary, Andrew, had served on the Executive as Vice President for
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twelve months. He displayed ‘what it will take’ to grasp the reins of the Club to
steer it to its new direction – up!
The club was changing, and a new identity was being borne:

2015 A revised Club Constitution was lodged with MyCAV to meet modern
requirements and the club’s progressive governance framework.
2015 Achieved Day Raffle Registration number with Victorian Gambling and
Gaming Commission to support the Legal running of day raffles, bringing much
needed additional revenue.
2015 Assists AARCMCC (known as Remote Control Racing Australia – RCRA from 2018) to modernise Large Scale Offroad Rules. A dedicated Technical
Representative was also appointed (long serving Committee Member, Shane
Hyland) to perform liaison and consultation on regulations between the Club and
the National body.
2016 A full Executive and General Committee was voted in at the Annual
General Meeting. This new and enthusiastic leadership set out to transform the
systems, planning and project management of the club and proposed Events. The
new team applied to host the 2017 National Title event with RCRA.
2016 GRCOR landed a repurposed shipping container on a designed pad
footing, donated by Hobbies Direct. A major improvement project including
drivers stand, pavements, large scale pit, fencing and Race Control were built
from donations by BMD Constructions, Advisor Australia, C&M Contracting,
Melvic Plumbing and Coates Hire. Andrew Park and new Vice President Dean
Crawford were instrumental in planning and coordinating stakeholders and
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ensuring the success of the development programme. An unwavering Aaron
Godfrey and the invincible track work team working through the hot summer and
cold winter ensured that the facility’s physical infrastructure would be set to be
easily maintained and durable for the future. A total transformation was almost
complete.

2016 Created and hosted GRCOR vs LSCV Perpetual trophy event, new motto from
the members was implemented to generate banter and a healthy rivalry:
‘GRCOR – Where the Real Racing’s At’
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2016 The creative team devised an idea and travelled to SALS South Australia to
compete for a S.A. vs Vic. Perpetual Cup event with members of the newly
established Large Scale Club of Victoria (LSCV). Unfortunately, the event was a
wash out and wouldn’t be able to be run until 2018.
Attended Geelong Revival Motoring Festival for 4 days and held a live display on
a make shift track. Dean Crawford and Andrew Park arranged the event and
completed all necessary risk assessments and planning to meet Event
requirements.
2017 Established 1/10th clay Short Course track and a rocky crawler club / track
called ‘You Yangs Views Crawler Club’. The President travelled to Swan Hill to
retrieve a driver’s stand which was donated through the generosity of Road
Runner Racing’s, Richard Lawrence.
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2017 Nir Sinay, the club’s new technical whiz and Race Director assisted to create
a modernised website and commenced streaming Live Events to promote
sponsors. This work set the new standard for large scale in the country and meant
the generation of dedicated couch-based fans.

2017 The Club hosted the (AARCMCC) RCRA National Titles Sponsored by KingRC
which was managed by Advisor Australia and supported by the entire large scale
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community – This ‘first for the State of Victoria’ event was touted the biggest and
best large scale off-road RC event in Australia’s history. A comprehensive Event
Report was published to encapsulate all the great work and positive impacts on
the Geelong economy. The Event report was distributed to the stakeholders and
made available on the club website.
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2018 The Clubs Vision, Governance, Founding Pillars and Values (Awards)
were devised and rolled out to help with its maturity and meaning.
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2018 An episode of ScaledDownTV was shot at the 2018 Hobbies Direct and
Bunnings Warehouse ‘Avalon Cup’, the episode was aired on National free to air
TV and it is estimate that 2 million people tuned in to this episode during the year.
December 2018 Presentations included the new ‘Values Awards’ – Teamwork,
Conviction, United and Integrity. These were awarded to honourable members
by their peers and will be voted on every year to keep focus to our meaning and
objectives.
2019 GRCOR hosted the RCRA Victoria’s State Titles sponsored by Hobbies
Direct. This was the first State Title the club had run with all classes full to permit
the allocation of RCRA endorsed Titles for the first time in the state of Victoria.
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2019 Registered an ABN, Applied for Non Profit tax exemption to help with Grants
and funding.
2019 Updated timing system to LiveTime for ease of use, availability of training,
lever off additional functionality, reliable support and product developments to
integrate to live streaming.

Attended Bunnings Warehouse ‘Community Day’ with a static display and
sponsors giveaways:
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2019 November AGM, A new hard-working Aaron Godfrey was elected
President after Andrew Park decided to step back to focus on the important
Event Director role for the 2020 Nationals and continue with the administration
of the club in the Secretary and Treasurers Role. Ronald Maya stood down from
the VP role and Andrew Noonan took on this position under mentorship of
Andrew Park.
A young new passionate Race Director named Stephen Lawrence stepped into
the big shoes of Nir Sinay who unfortunately left the State for Queensland for a
sun change.
On 1st December 2019 two long standing, hardworking members, Aaron Godfrey
and Andrew Park were recognised by their peers and awarded honourable Life
Memberships for their transformational achievements, passion and dedication
to GRCOR.
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2020 March GRCOR Hosts its 2nd National Large Scale Offroad Title Event.
The 2020 RCRA National Titles sponsored by KingRC, Geelong Connected
Communities and City of Greater Geelong managed by Andrew Park of sponsor
Advisor Australia. The event is a huge success and cements GRCOR and Geelong
as the place of choice for Large Scale Offroad RC events in Victoria. The Event
report was distributed to the stakeholders and made available on the club
website.
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By 2025 the Club aims to have 50 large scale members and run established race
meetings for 1/10 Scale and organised Crawler Comps.
And plenty more to come…..

Andrew Park
On behalf of the
GRCOR Executive Committee
Geelong R.C. Offroaders Inc.
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